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We report the formation of a non-magnetic band insulator at the isopolar interface between
the antiferromagnetic Mott-Hubbard insulator LaTiO3 and the antiferromagnetic charge transfer
insulator LaFeO3. By density functional theory calculations, we find that the formation of this
interface state is driven by the combination of O band alignment and crystal field splitting energy of
the t2g and eg bands. As a result of these two driving forces, the Fe 3d bands rearrange and electrons
are transferred from Ti to Fe. This picture is supported by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, which
confirms the rearrangement of the Fe 3d bands and reveals an unprecedented charge transfer up to
1.2±0.2 e−/interface unit cell in our LaTiO3/LaFeO3 heterostructures.

PACS numbers: 79.60.Jv, 71.15.Mb, 73.40.-c

Complex oxide heterointerfaces exhibit unique proper-
ties which are absent in the corresponding isolated parent
compounds [1–3]. For example, metallic interfaces have
been achieved between a polar and a non-polar insulat-
ing perovskite oxide (ABO3), e.g. at LaAlO3/SrTiO3,
LaTiO3/SrTiO3 and GdTiO3/SrTiO3 interfaces [3–5].
To clarify this metallic behavior, intrinsic electronic re-
construction is suggested to compensate the interfacial
polar discontinuity, resulting in a quasi two dimensional
electron gas at the heterointerface [6–8]. However, com-
peting mechanisms have often been proposed to act and
obscure the sought-after electronic reconstruction. For
example, the formation of oxygen vacancies has been
shown to play an important role in the titanate-based
metallic interfacial systems [9–12]. To achieve full un-
derstanding of charge transfer, it is necessary to inves-
tigate a perovskite interface where distinct phenomena
allow us to unequivocally identify the proposed charge
transfer mechanism. A perovskite heterostructure where
defects play no role in the physical properties is desired.
Subsequently, the achieved knowledge on charge transfer
in this model system can be extended to other perovskite
interface systems.

In this Letter, we therefore focus on internal charge
transfer at the isopolar insulating interface between
LaTiO3 and LaFeO3, where LaTiO3 is a Mott-Hubbard
insulator (MHI) and LaFeO3 is a charge transfer insu-
lator (CTI) [13]. The advantage of this heterostructure
is the absence of polar discontinuity at the interface. In
addition, both bulk LaFeO3 and bulk LaTiO3 have a par-
tially filled 3d transition metal ion on the B -site. This
offers the opportunity to exploit the differences in band
configuration of LaTiO3 and LaFeO3 near the Fermi level
to drive electronic reconstruction.

For LaFeO3, the charge transfer gap (∆) is determined

by the filled oxygen 2p band and the unoccupied upper
Hubbard 3d band of Fe (∆CT =2.2 eV) [13, 14]. For
LaTiO3, the gap originates from the Mott-Hubbard split-
ting of the Ti d -bands (∆MH=0.2 eV), while the oxy-
gen 2p band is located below the partially filled d band
(∆CT =4.5 eV) [13, 14]. In LaTiO3/LaFeO3 heterostruc-
tures, alignment of the O bands is expected to occur at
the interface, as the two materials share their oxygen
atoms at the interface [15]. As a result of this band
alignment, the empty upper d band of LaFeO3 is ex-
pected to be pushed below the energy level of the par-
tially filled lower d band of LaTiO3, which would favor
electron transfer from Ti to Fe, i.e. interfacial electronic
reconstruction. Let us note that a charge transfer in 1:1
LaNiO3/LaTiO3 (CTI/MHI) superlattices has recently
been studied by Chen et al., using density functional the-
ory (DFT)+U [15]. The authors found that a charge
transfer from Ti to Ni enhances correlation effects and
leads to a Mott insulator with an enhanced moment of
S = 1 on the Ni sites and a charge transfer gap between
Ni and (empty) Ti d states .

Based on our DFT calculations, we present clear evi-
dence that, besides the presence of oxygen band align-
ment, the competition with crystal field and correla-
tion energy of the d electrons is crucial to achieve
electronic reconstruction at MHI/CTI interfaces. At
LaTiO3/LaFeO3 interfaces, this competition results in
both charge transfer and a rearrangement of the Fe bands
which can lead to a new non-magnetic band insulating
state at the interface. Using in situ X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS), we confirm the charge transfer
and band rearrangement experimentally. By fitting the
XPS data, we have determined an electron transfer up to
1.2±0.2 per interface unit cell (u.c.) from Ti to Fe.

For the DFT calculations, we employed the local den-
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FIG. 1. Atomic and orbital projected DOS as well as
schematic band structure of (a) bulk LaTiO3, (b) bulk
LaFeO3, and (c-e) a (1/1) LaTiO3/LaFeO3 superlattice. To-
tal states are marked in grey; O p states in black; Fe and Ti
t2g states in red, and Fe and Ti eg states in blue. The Fermi
level is indicated by the dotted line.

sity approximation (LDA) and the projector augmented-
wave method as implemented in the Vienna ab-initio sim-
ulation package (VASP) [16, 17]. A kinetic energy cutoff
of 500 eV was used and the Brillouin zone was sampled
with an 8×8×6 k -point grid in combination with a tetra-
hedron method. Including an on-site Coulomb interac-
tion, the LDA+U calculated ground states and energy
gaps for bulk LaTiO3 and LaFeO3 agree well with exper-
iments for an optimized UTi

d =3.0 eV and UFe
d =4.8 eV,

respectively (see Figs. 1a and 1b) [18–20]. Bulk LaTiO3

had a MHI-type energy gap between the filled and un-
filled Ti t2g states and bulk LaFeO3 had a CTI-type en-
ergy gap between the filled O 2p states hybridized to Fe
eg states and the unfilled Fe t2g states [21]. Both bulk
materials were G-type antiferromagnetic. Subsequently,
we modeled (1/1), (2/2) and (2/4) LaTiO3/LaFeO3 het-
erostructures using a periodically repeated supercell [22].
The unit cells had a GdFeO3-type distorted orthorhom-
bic structure and the lattice constants were fixed at the
optimized LaTiO3 bulk values [21]. The atoms were
allowed to relax internally. To integrate these distor-
tions in LaTiO3/LaFeO3 superlattices, we replaced one
Ti atom of the distorted LaTiO3 structure, which has a√

2apc×
√

2apc×2cpc structure, by an Fe atom along the
c-axis.

The atomic and orbital projected density of states

(DOS) of a (1/1) LaTiO3/LaFeO3 superlattice are shown
in Figs. 1c-e. At the interface, the non-bonding oxygen
bands of LaTiO3 and LaFeO3 align (Fig. 1c), the Ti 3d
bands are empty (Fig. 1d) and 6 electrons are located in
the Fe 3d band (Fig. 1e). This means that one electrons
is transferred from Ti to Fe, resulting in Ti4+ and Fe2+.
In addition, a rearrangement of the Fe 3d bands in the
LaTiO3/LaFeO3 superlattice is observed. Here, a com-
pletely filled Fe t2g band is located above the O 2p band
and the Fe eg band is empty (Fig. 1e), while in bulk the
filled lower Hubbard band of Fe is below the O 2p band
(Fig. 1b). Due to the electron transfer and band rear-
rangement, a band insulator (BI) with a gap between the
filled Fe t2g and the empty Ti t2g bands (∆B≈0.5 eV)
is formed at the interface [13]. In addition, the DFT
results point to a magnetic transition: from Ti3+(t2g)
and high spin Fe3+ (3t2g↑, 2eg↑) configuration in bulk to
Ti4+ and low spin Fe2+ (3t2g↑, 3t2g↓) configuration (i.e.
non-magnetic) at the interface. To ensure that the ob-
served charge transfer depended on the presence of par-
tially filled d bands on both sides of the interface, we
also calculated (1/1) and (2/2) LaAlO3/LaFeO3 super-
lattices. Here, no electron transfer or magnetic transition
occurs, since Al has an empty 3d band well above the
Fermi energy, which fixes the Al valence strictly to 3+
(see also Fig. 1 of Supplemental Material) [23].

According to the DFT results, the observed charge
transfer at the LaTiO3/LaFeO3 interface is very robust.
Increasing the thickness of LaFeO3 to 4 u.c., slightly
straining of the unit cells, or varying UTi,Fe between 0
and 5 eV does not eliminate the observed transfer of one
electron per interface unit cell. Moreover, investigating
a (2/4) LaTiO3/LaFeO3 superlattice, it appears that the
majority of transferred electron remains at the LaFeO3

interface layer (Fig.2c-e of Supplemental Material [23]).
The layers further away from the interface, closely re-
semble the bulk DOS of LaFeO3 (Fig. 1b). Let us note
that the interface charge transfer is very robust and re-
liable for any LaFeO3 thickness. Even LaTiO3/LaFeO3

heterostructures without structural distortions show this
one electron charge transfer (See Supplemental Mate-
rial [23]). Since the charge transfer may lead to complex
physical behavior in LaFeO3, as a result of the competi-
tion of various magnetic configurations (bulk vs. inter-
face), it is difficult to accurately determine the magnetic
and electronic state of interfaces where LaFeO3 > 2 u.c.

The DFT results indicated that the interfacial electron
transfer at LaTiO3/LaFeO3 interfaces is the consequence
of (i) electrochemical potential, also described as O band
alignment, and (ii) crystal field splitting and Hund’s ex-
change. Taking only the O band alignment into account,
electrons flow from Ti to Fe and reduce their electrochem-
ical potential. As a result, an internal electric field, which
balances the electrochemical potential difference between
Ti and Fe, is created and prevents further charge trans-
fer. This is also the reason why charge transfer at oxide
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interfaces is not evident when it only relies on O band
alignment [24]. In LaTiO3/LaFeO3, however, an addi-
tional force comes into play, namely a rearrangement of
the Fe 3d bands. The origin of this rearrangement is a
high-spin to low-spin transition which is a result of the
competition between Hund’s exchange and crystal field
splitting (see Supplemental Material [23]). This makes
the low-spin configuration energetically more favorable
for Fe2+ and yields an additional energy gain for the
charge transfer. As a result, a strong electron transfer
is observed at the LaTiO3/LaFeO3 interface and accom-
panied by a loss of magnetic moment.

To resolve the predicted charge transfer and band re-
arrangement experimentally, we used XPS. XPS is very
sensitive to variations in the valence state of transition
metal ions and able to detect the valence band structure.
Therefore, it is a perfectly suited technique to determine
the presence of both charge transfer and band rearrange-
ment at the LaTiO3/LaFeO3 interface. We have stud-
ied LaTiO3/LaFeO3 heterostructures where the LaFeO3

layer (m = 2, 4, 6, 18 u.c.) was sandwiched between
two LaTiO3 layers, each 2 u.c. thick (see Fig. 2a). The
heterostructures were grown on TiO2-terminated SrTiO3

(001) single crystals using pulsed laser deposition [25].
Commercial LaFeO3 and La2Ti2O7 sintered targets were
ablated at a fluence of 1.9 Jcm−2 and a repetition rate
of 1 Hz. During growth, the substrate was held at
730 ◦C in 2×10−6 mbar oxygen atmosphere. Subse-
quently, the samples were cooled down to room temper-
ature in 2×10−6 mbar oxygen. The low growth pressure
was chosen to ensure the fabrication of the perovskite
phase of LaTiO3 [26].

The growth was in situ monitored by reflection high-
energy electron diffraction (RHEED). Clear oscillations
were observed during deposition and the RHEED pat-
tern remained two dimensional [27]. Atomically smooth
film surfaces with a defined terrace structure and one
unit cell steps (∼0.4 nm) were confirmed by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) (see Fig. 2b). X-ray diffraction re-
ciprocal space maps showed that the heterostructures
were fully strained and that the LaTiO3 and LaFeO3 u.c.
volumes were similar to their bulk values. The volume
conservation indicates that the heterostructures had a
low defect density. The possible conducting behavior of
the heterointerfaces could not be verified since the trans-
port measurements were dominated by oxygen deficient
SrTiO3 as a result of the low pressure during growth and
cool down.

Directly after growth, the LaTiO3/LaFeO3 het-
erostructures were measured by in situ XPS (see Fig 2c
and 2d). The XPS system was equipped with an EA 125
electron energy analyzer. The measurements were done
using a monochromized Al Kα source (1486.6 eV). All
spectra were aligned to the O 1s at 530.1 eV [28]. For
analysis of the Fe 2p spectra, a Shirley background was
subtracted and the spectra were normalized to the total

area [29]. The valence band spectra were normalized to
the intensity of the O 2p peak at 5 eV [30].

Fig. 2c shows the Fe 2p spectra of LaTiO3/LaFeO3

heterostructures and a 30 u.c. thick LaFeO3 film. The
LaFeO3 film exhibits a typical Fe3+ spectrum [31]. For
the LaTiO3/LaFeO3 heterostructures, additional spec-
tral weight is present at ∼2 eV lower binding energy.
This suggests that both Fe3+ and Fe2+ are present in
the heterostructures and indicates that Fe reduction oc-
curs adjacent to LaTiO3. For comparison, only Fe3+ is
observed in LaFeO3 (m=2) sandwiched between LaAlO3

layers (Fig 2c). Reducing the thickness of the LaFeO3

layer in the heterostructures resulted in an increase of the
Fe2+ signal, which confirms the DFT prediction that elec-
tron transfer occurs at LaTiO3/LaFeO3 interfaces. We
also measured the Ti 2p spectra of the heterostructures
to determine the presence of both Ti3+ to Ti4+. Here,
however, only a single peak for both the Ti 2p3/2 (at
459 eV) and Ti 2p1/2 spin-orbit peaks is observed. This
could indicate a single Ti valence of presumably 4+ and
hence complete charge transfer from Ti to Fe across the
interface, independent of LaFeO3 thickness in agreement
with our DFT+U calculations (see Supplemental Mate-
rial [23]) [32].

To quantify the total number of electrons transferred
from LaTiO3 to LaFeO3 as well as the electron distri-
bution across the LaFeO3 layer, we performed angular
resolved XPS measurements. By varying the emission
angle θ with respect to the surface normal, we controlled
the probing depth, i.e. controlled the effective electron
escape depth λeff=λ cos θ, where λ is approximately
1.7 nm (see inset Fig. 3) [33]. Next, we determined the
Fe2+ and Fe3+ fractions of the Fe 2p spectra by decom-
posing the Shirley corrected spectra into an Fe2+ and
Fe3+ component (see for more details Supplemental Ma-
terial [23]). This resulted in a window of Fe2+ XPS signal
for bulk (θ=3◦) and surface (θ=53◦) sensitive measure-
ments, which is shown in Fig. 3. Both the decrease in
spectral weight of Fe2+ for increasing LaFeO3 thickness
and the stronger Fe2+ signal in the surface sensitive mea-
surements suggest that the transferred electrons are lo-
cated near the LaTiO3/LaFeO3 interface. Note that the
difference between the bulk and surface sensitive mea-
surement for the m=2 LaTiO3/LaFeO3 heterostructure
would not be present if both LaTiO3/LaFeO3 interfaces
behaved equally. For this specific sample, however, the
deposition length of the top LaTiO3 layer was 7% (2
pulses) longer than for the bottom LaTiO3 layer. This
may explain the difference between the bulk and sur-
face sensitive measurements. In addition, the underly-
ing SrTiO3/LaTiO3 interface may also reduce the total
electron transfer from the bottom LaTiO3 layer to the
LaFeO3 layer [4].

Subsequently, we determined the total electron trans-
fer and electron distribution by modelling the thick-
ness dependence of the spectral weight of Fe2+ shown
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FIG. 2. (a) Sketch of the LaTiO3/LaFeO3 sample geometry.
(b) A typical 1×1 µm AFM height image of a LaTiO3/LaFeO3

heterostructure. (c) Fe 2p XPS spectra of LaTiO3/LaFeO3

heterostructures for various thicknesses of LaFeO3, as well
as of a 30 u.c. LaFeO3 film and a (2/2) LaAlO3/LaFeO3

heterostructure. The solid and open circles mark the Fe3+

and Fe2+ peaks respectively. (d) Valence band XPS spectra
of LaTiO3/LaFeO3 heterostructures for various thicknesses of
LaFeO3. All spectra were taken near normal emission (θ=3◦).

in Fig. 3. This was done by iteratively optimizing the
electron doping in the five LaFeO3 layers nearest to the
interface with LaTiO3 between 0 and 1 (for more details
see Supplemental Material [23]). This model confirmed
that the majority of transferred electrons was located in
the LaFeO3 layer closest to the interface as well as that
the number of electrons rapidly decreased for layers fur-
ther away from the interface (see inset Fig. 3). These
findings are in good agreement with our DFT results,
where for thicker LaFeO3 layers also a minor part of the
electrons is transferred to the LaFeO3 layers away from
the interface (see Supplemental Material Fig. 2e [23]). In
addition, the model gave an indication of the total elec-
tron transfer, from 0.8−1.0 e−/interface u.c. for m = 2
heterostructures to 1.1−1.4 e−/interface u.c. for het-
erostructures with m > 10. The total electron transfer
being > 1 e−/interface u.c. indicates that additional
electrons are transferred from the LaTiO3 layers further
away from the interface. This is also suggested by our
DFT results taking Ti surface states into account (see
Supplemental Material [23]). In comparison to our DFT

XPS sensitivity 
 ∝ 𝑒−|𝑧| 𝜆 cos 𝜃⁄  

surface 

LaTiO3 LaFeO3 LaTiO3 

𝑝(Fe2+) 

z 

1 

0 

𝑚 unit cells 
3o 

53o 

Fe2+ 

Fe3+ 

FIG. 3. Fe2+ spectral weight versus LaFeO3 thickness
for both bulk (blue) and surface (red) sensitive XPS mea-
surements, taking [Fetotal]=[Fe3+]+[Fe2+]=1. The inset is
a schematic view of the Fe2+ fraction (p(Fe2+)) across the
LaFeO3 layer (indicated by the solid red curve). Fe2+ (Fe3+)
fraction is given in dark (light) blue. In addition, an indica-
tion of the XPS sensitivity for both surface (53◦) and bulk
(3◦) sensitive measurements is shown. z indicates the direc-
tion perpendicular to the surface.

results, the total charge transfer observed experimentally
is significantly higher. However, for the DFT calculations
a (1/1) system was used, thus all LaTiO3 layers being
adjacent to LaFeO3, and therefore, the number of trans-
ferred electrons could not exceed 1 e−/interface u.c. Let
us note that possible Ti/Fe intermixing across the inter-
face may affect the exact electron distribution and total
charge transfer, but does not change the essential inter-
face physics (see also Supplemental Material [23]).

Next to electron transfer, our DFT calculations pre-
dict rearrangement of the Fe 3d bands. To study this
rearrangement, we measured the valence band spec-
tra by XPS (Fig. 2d) [30]. Comparing the spectra of
LaTiO3/LaFeO3 heterostructures with the spectra of the
thick LaFeO3 film, a new peak at 1 eV is present for
the heterostructures. According to the DFT calcula-
tions, this new peak is attributed to the completely filled
t2g band of Fe2+. The intensity of this peak depends
on the number of strongly electron doped LaFeO3 lay-
ers near the surface. Taking the electron distribution in
LaFeO3 into account, the first two LaFeO3 layers nearest
to the LaTiO3/LaFeO3 interface would mainly contribute
to the spectral weight of this peak. This also explains
the similar peak intensity for the m=2 and m=4 het-
erostructures, but reduced intensity for the thicker het-
erostructures. Simultaneously, the charge transfer band
of LaFeO3, resulting from the O 2p-Fe eg hybridization,
decreases in intensity. This strongly supports the occur-
rence of Fe band rearrangement at the LaTiO3/LaFeO3

interface predicted by DFT. The presence of Fe band
rearrangement strongly indicates that the interfaces be-
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come non-magnetic, as proposed by our DFT calcula-
tions. In addition, the Ti 3d1 band near the Fermi level
may be present in the valence band spectra. However, the
resulting changes in the Ti 3d occupation of the LaTiO3

layers are difficult to extract from the spectra shown in
Fig. 2d, as the Ti 3d1 peak is very weak and probably
obscured by the appearance of the new Fe peak [34].

In conclusion, we have shown that the competition
between electrochemical potential, crystal field split-
ting and correlation energy can lead to an unprece-
dented transfer of electrons at LaTiO3/LaFeO3 inter-
faces. Using XPS, we showed a charge transfer up to
1.2±0.2 e−/interface u.c. from Ti to Fe as well as the
rearrangement of the Fe 3d bands. For LaTiO3/LaFeO3,
the charge transfer suppresses the magnetic moment and
antiferromagnetism at the interface. Considering the ba-
sic electronic configuration, we expect however the inter-
faces of e.g. LaTiO3/LaMnO3 and LaTiO3/LaCoO3 to
become ferromagnetic upon charge transfer. Moreover,
by applying biaxial strain, it may be possible to control
the number of transferred electrons and, with it, the in-
terfacial properties. Hence, the reported charge transfer
up to 1.2±0.2 e−/interface u.c. opens novel routes to
design functional oxide interfaces.
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